Abstract. Concrete type-inference for statically typed object-oriented programming languages (e.g., Java, C ++ ) determines at each program point, those objects to which a reference may refer or a pointer may point during execution. A precise compile-time solution for this problem requires a ow-sensitive analysis. Our new complexity results for concrete type-inference distinguish the di culty of the intraprocedural and interprocedural problem for languages with combinations of single-level types 3 , exceptions with or without subtyping, and dynamic dispatch. Our results include: { The rst polynomial-time algorithm for concrete type-inference in the presence of exceptions, which handles Java without threads, and C ++ ; { Proofs that the above algorithm is always safe and provably precise on programs with single-level types, exceptions without subtyping, and without dynamic dispatch; { Proof that intraprocedural concrete type-inference problem with single-level types and exceptions with subtyping is PSPACEcomplete, while the interprocedural problem without dynamic dispatch is PSPACE-hard.
Introduction
Concrete type-inference (CTI from now on) for statically typed object-oriented programming languages (e.g., Java, C ++ ) determines at each program point, those objects to which a reference may refer or a pointer may point during execution. This information is crucial for static resolution of dynamically dispatched calls, side-e ect analysis, testing, program slicing and aggressive compiler optimization. Table 1 . Complexity results for CTI summarized we extend the basic algorithm for CTI in the presence of exceptions, and discuss the complexity and correctness of the extended algorithm. Finally, we present PSPACE-hardness results about CTI in the presence of exceptions. Due to lack of space, we have omitted all proofs. These proofs and further details about the results in this paper are given in CRL97] 5 .
Basic de nitions
Program representation. Our algorithm operates on an interprocedural control ow graph or ICFG LR91] . An ICFG contains a control ow graph (CFG) for each method in the program. Each statement in a method is represented by a node in the method's CFG. Each call site is represented using a pair of nodes: a call-node and a return-node. Information ows from a call-node to the entrynode of a target method and comes back from the exit-node of the target method to the return-node of the call-node. Due to dynamic dispatch, interprocedural edges are constructed iteratively during data-ow analysis as in EGH94]. Details of this construction are shown in Figure 3 . We will denote the entry-node of main by start-node in the rest of this paper.
Representation of dynamically created objects. All run-time objects (or arrays) created at a program point n are represented symbolically by object n. No distinction is made between di erent elements of an array. Thus, if an array is created at n, object n represents all elements of the array. Using these de nitions, the precise solution for CTI can be de ned as follows: given a reference variable RV and an object object n, hRV,object n i belongs to the precise solution at a program point n if and only if RV is visible at n and there exists an execution path from the start-node of the program to n such that if this path is followed, RV points to object n at n (i.e., at the top of n). Unfortunately, all paths in a program are not necessarily executable and determining which are executable is undecidable. Barth Bar78] de ned precise up to symbolic execution to be the precise solution under the assumption that all program paths are executable (i.e., the result of a test is independent of previous tests and all the branches are possible). In the rest of this paper we use precise to mean precise up to symbolic execution.
Points-to. A points-to has the form hvar,obj i; where var is one of the following:
(1) a static variable of reference type, (2) a local variable of reference type, (3) object m -an array object created at program point m or (4) object n.f -eld f, of reference type, of an object created at a program point n; and obj is object s -an object created at a program point s. Lattice for data-ow analysis. In order to restrict data-ow only to realizable paths, points-tos are computed conditioned on assumed-points-tos (akin to reaching alias in LR92] PR96]), which represent points-tos reaching the entry of a method, and approximate the calling context in which the method has been called (see the example in Appendix A). A points-to along with its assumedpoints-to is called a conditional-points-to. A conditional-points-to has the form hcondition, points-toi, where condition is an assumed-points-to or empty (meaning this points-to is applicable to all contexts). For simplicity, we will write hempty,points-toi as points-to. Also a special data-ow element reachable is used to check whether a node is reachable from the start-node through a realizable path. This ensures that only such reachable nodes are considered during dataow analysis and only points-tos generated by them are put on the worklist for propagation. The lattice for data-ow analysis (associated with a program point) is a subset lattice consisting of sets of such conditional-points-tos and the data-ow element reachable.
Query. Using these conditional-points-tos, a query for CTI is answered as follows. Given a reference variable V and a program point l, the conditionalpoints-tos with compatible assumed-points-tos computed at l are combined to determine the possible values of V . Assumed-points-tos are compatible if and only if they do not imply di erent values for the same user de ned variable. For example, if V is p.f1, and the solution computed at l contains hempty, hp, obj1ii, hz, hobj1.f1, obj2ii and hu, hobj1.f1, obj3ii, then the possible values of V are obj2 and obj3.
Algorithm description. Figure 1 contains a high-level description of the main loop of the basic algorithm. apply computes the e ect of a statement on an incoming conditional-points-to. For example, suppose l labels the statement p.f1 = q, ndf elm (i.e. the points-to reaching the top of l) is hz, hp, object sii and hu, hq, object nii is present in the solution computed at l so far. Assuming z and u are compatible, apply generates hobject s.f1, object ni under the condition that both z and u hold at the entry-node of the method containing l. Then either z or u is chosen as the condition for the generated data-ow element. For example, if u is chosen then hu, hobject s.f1, object nii will be generated. When a conjunction of conditions is associated with a points-to, any xed-size subset of these conditions may be stored without a ecting safety. At a program point where this data-ow element is used, if all the conjuncts are true then any subset of the conjuncts is also true. This may cause overestimation of solution at program points where only a proper subset of the conjuncts is true. At present, we store only the rst member of the list of conditions. apply is de ned in Appendix B.
add to solution and worklist if needed checks whether a data-ow element is present in the solution set (computed so far) of a node. If not, it adds the dataow element to the solution set, and puts the node along with this data-ow element on the worklist.
process exit node propagates data-ow elements from the exit-node of a method to the return-node of a call site of this method. Suppose hz, ui holds at the exit-node of a method M. Consider a return-node R of a call site C of M. For each assumed-points-to x such that hx, ti is in the solution set at C and t implies z at the entry-node of M, hx, ui is propagated by process exit node to R. process exit node is de ned in Figure 2 .
process call node propagates data-ow elements from a call site to the entrynode of a method called from this site. Due to dynamic dispatch, the set of methods invoked from a call site is iteratively computed during the data-ow analysis as in EGH94]. Suppose hx, ti holds at a call site C which has a method M in its set of invocable methods computed so far. If t implies a points-to z at the entry-node of M (e.g., through an actual to formal binding), hz,zi is forwarded to the entry-node of M. process call node also remembers the association between x and z at C because this is used by process exit node as described above. process call node is de ned in Figures 3 and 4 .
Other functions used by the above routines are de ned in Appendix B. Appendix A contains an example which illustrates the basic algorithm.
Precision of the basic algorithm. By induction on the number of iterations needed to compute a data-ow element and the length of a path associated with a data-ow element, in CRL97], we prove that the basic algorithm computes the // initialize worklist. Each worklist node contains a data-ow element, which // is a conditional-points-to or reachable, and an ICFG node. create a worklist node containing the entry-node of main and reachable, and add it to the worklist; while ( worklist is not empty ) f WLnode = remove a node from the worklist; ndf elm = WLnode.data-flow-element; node = WLnode.node; if ( node 6 = a call node and node 6 = exit node of a method ) f // compute the e ect of the statement associated with node on ndf elm. generated data flow elements = apply( node, ndf elm ); Other results on the complexity of CTI in the absence of exceptions.
In CRL97], we prove the following two theorems:
Theorem 1 Intraprocedural CTI for programs with only single-level types is in non-deterministic log-space and hence NC.
void process exit node( exit node, ndf elm ) f // Let M be the method containing the exit node. Recall that non-deterministic log-space is the set of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines using logarithmic space Pap94] and NC is the class of e ciently parallelizable problems which contains non-deterministic logspace.
Theorem 2 CTI for programs with only single-level types and dynamic dispatch is PSPACEhard.
Algorithm for CTI in the presence of exceptions
In this section we extend the basic algorithm for CTI of JavaWoThreads, and discuss the complexity and precision of this extended algorithm.
Data-ow Elements: The data-ow elements propagated by this extended algorithm have one of the following forms: void process call node( C, ndf elm )f // R is the return-node for call node C. Here z and u are points-tos. The lattice for data-ow analysis associated with a program point is a subset lattice consisting of sets of these data-ow elements. In the rest of this section, we present de nitions of these data-ow elements and a brief description of how they are propagated. Further details are given in CRL97]. First we describe how a throw statement is handled. Next, we describe propagation at a method exit-node. Finally, we describe how a nally statement is handled.
throw statement: In addition to the conditional-points-tos described previously, this algorithm uses another kind of conditional-points-tos, called exceptionalconditional-points-tos, which capture propagation due to exceptions. The conditional part of these points-tos consists of an exception type and an assumed points-to (as before). Consider a throw statement l in a method Proc, which throws an object of type T (run-time type and not the declared type). Moreover let hhq, obj1i, hp, obj2ii be a conditional-points-to reaching the top of l. At the throw statement, this points-to is transformed to hT; hq; obj1i; hp; obj2ii and interprocedurally propagate( ndf elm, C, M) f // C is a call node, R is the return-node of C and M is a method called from C. propagated to the exit-node of the corresponding try statement, if there is one. A precalculated catch-table at this node is checked to see if this exception (identi ed by its type T) can be caught by any of the corresponding catch statements. If so, this exceptional-conditional-points-to is forwarded to the entry-node of this catch statement, where it is changed back into an ordinary conditional-points-to hhq; obj1i; hp; obj2ii. If not, this exceptional-conditional-points-to is forwarded to the entry-node of a nally statement (if any), or the exit-node of the innermost enclosing try, catch, nally or the method body.
A throw statement also generates a data-ow element for the exception itself. Suppose the thrown object is obj and it is the thrown object under the assumed points-to hp, obj1i. Then hexcp, hp, obj1i, obji representing the exception is generated. Such data-ow elements are handled like exceptional-conditional-pointstos, described above. If such a data-ow element reaches the entry of a catch statement, it is used to instantiate the parameter of the catch statement.
In addition to propagating reachable (de ned in section 3), this algorithm also propagates data-ow elements of the form hexcp-type, reachablei. When hreachablei reaches a throw statement, it is transformed into hexcp-type, reachablei, where excp-type is a run-time type of the exception thrown, which is then propagated like other exceptional-conditional-points-tos.
If the throw is not directly contained in a try statement, then the dataow elements generated by it are propagated to the exit-node of the innermost enclosing catch, nally or method body.
exit-node of a method: At the exit-node of a method, a data-ow element of type 4,6 or 7 is forwarded (after replacing the assumed points-to as described in section 3) to the return-node of a call site of this method if and only if the assumed points-to of the data-ow element holds at the call site. At a returnnode, ordinary conditional-points-tos (type 4) are handled as before. However, a data-ow element of type 6 or 7 is handled as if it were generated by a throw at this return-node.
nally statement: The semantics of exception handling in Java is more complicated than other languages like C ++ because of the nally statement. A try statement can optionally have a nally statement associated with it. It is executed no matter how the try statement terminates: normally or due to an exception. A nally statement is always entered with a reason, which could be an exception thrown in the corresponding try statement or one of the corresponding catch statements, or leaving the try statement or one of its catch clauses by a return, (labelled) break or (labelled) continue, or by falling through. This reason is remembered on entering a nally, and unless the nally statement itself creates its own reason to exit the nally, at the exit-node of the nally this reason is used to decide control ow. If the nally itself creates its own reason to exit itself (e.g., due to an exception), then this new reason overrides any previous reason for entering the nally. Also, nested nally statements cause reasons for entering them to stack up. In order to correctly handle this involved semantics, for all data-ow elements entering a nally, the algorithm remembers the reason for entering it. For data-ow elements of type 3, 6 or 7 (enumerated above), the associated exception already represents this reason. A label is associated with data-ow elements of type 1 or 4, which represents the statement number to which control should go after exit from the nally. Thus the data-ow elements in a nally have one of the following forms:
1. When a labelled data-ow element reaches the labelled statement, the label is dropped and it is transformed into the corresponding unlabelled data-ow element.
Inside a nally, due to labels and exception types associated with data-ow elements, apply uses a di erent criterion for combining data-ow elements (at an assignment node) than the one given in section 3. Two data-ow elements hx1,y1,z1i and hx2,y2,z2i can be combined if and only if both x1 and x2 represent the same exception type or the same label, and y1 and y2 are compatible (as de ned in section 3).
At a call statement (inside a nally), if a data-ow element has a label or an exception type associated with it, it is treated as part of the context (assumed points-to) and not forwarded to the target node. It is put back when assumed points-tos are expanded at an exit-node of a method. For exceptionalconditional-points-tos or data-ow elements representing exceptions, the exceptions associated with them at the exit-node override any label or exception type associated with their assumed points-tos at a corresponding call site. Data-ow elements of the form hlabel,reachablei or hexcp-type,reachablei are propagated across a call if and only if hreachablei reaches the exit-node of one of the called methods. A mechanism similar to the one used for handling a call is used for handling a try statement nested inside a nally because it can cause labels and exceptions to stack up. Details of this are given in CRL97].
If the nally generates a reason of its own for exiting itself, the previous label/exception-type associated with a data-ow element is discarded, and the new label/exception-type representing this reason for leaving the nally is associated with the data-ow element.
Example. The example in Figure 5 illustrates the above algorithm.
Precision of the extended algorithm. In CRL97], we prove that the extended algorithm described in Section 4 computes the precise solution for programs with only single-level types, exceptions without subtyping, and without dynamic dispatch. We also prove that this algorithm computes a safe solution for programs written in JavaWoThreads.
Complexity of the extended algorithm. The the worst-case complexity of the extended algorithm for programs with only single-level types, exceptions without subtyping, and without dynamic dispatch is O(n 7 ). Since we have proved that the algorithm is precise for this case, this shows that this case is in P. If we disallow trys nested inside a nally, the worst-case complexity is O(n 6 ). For general programs written in JavaWoThreads, the extended algorithm is polynomialtime.
Complexity due to exceptions with subtyping. In Theorems 2 and 3 show that in the presence of exceptions, among all the reasonable special cases that we have considered, programs with only single-level types, exceptions without subtyping, and without dynamic dispatch comprise the only natural special case that is in P. Note that just adding subtyping for exception types and allowing overloaded catch clauses increase complexity from P to PSPACE-hard.
Related work
As mentioned in the introduction, no previous algorithm for pointer analysis or CTI handles exceptions. This work takes state-of-the-art in pointer analysis one step further by handling exceptions. Our algorithm di ers from other pointer analysis and CTI algorithms EGH94, WL95, Ruf95, PC94, PS91, CBC93, MLR + 93] in the way it maintains context-sensitivity by associating assumedpoints-tos with each data-ow element, rather than using some approximation of the call stack. This way of handling context-sensitivity enables us to obtain precise solution for polynomial-time solvable cases, and handle exceptions. This way of maintaining context is similar to Landi-Ryder's LR92] method of storing context using reaching aliases, except that our algorithm uses points-tos rather than aliases. Our algorithm also di ers from approaches like PS91, Age95] in being intraprocedurally ow-sensitive.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the complexity CTI for a subset of Java, which includes exceptions. To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of CTI in the presence of exceptions has not been studied before. The following are the main contributions of this work (proofs are not presented in this paper, but appear in CRL97]):
1. The rst polynomial-time algorithm for CTI in the presence of exceptions which handles a robust subset of Java without threads, and C ++ . 2. A proof that CTI for programs with only single-level types, exceptions without subtyping, and without dynamic dispatch is in P and can be solved in O(n 7 ) time. 3. A proof that intraprocedural CTI for programs with only single-level types, exceptions with subtyping, and without dynamic dispatch is PSPACEcomplete, and the interprocedural case is PSPACE-hard.
Additional contributions are:
1. A proof that CTI for programs with only single-level types, dynamic dispatch, and without exceptions is PSPACE-hard.
2. A proof that CTI for programs with only single-level types can be done in O(n 5 ) time. This is an improvement over the O(n 7 ) worst-case bound achievable by applying previous approaches of RHS95] and LR91] to this case. 3. A proof that intraprocedural CTI for programs with only single-level types is in non-deterministic log-space and hence NC.
